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Berlin Noir-Philip Kerr 1994-01-01 Now in one volume—the first
three novels in Philip Kerr’s New York Times bestselling historical
mystery series starring hard-boiled detective Bernie Gunther... “A
Chandleresque knight errant caught in insane historical
surroundings. Bernie walks down streets so mean that nobody can
stay alive and remain truly clean.”—John Powers, Fresh Air (NPR)
Ex-policeman Bernie Gunther thought he'd seen everything on the
streets of 1930s Berlin. But then he went freelance, and each case
he tackled sucked him further into the grisly excesses of Nazi
subculture. And even after the war, amidst the decayed, imperial
splendour of Vienna, Bernie uncovered a legacy that made the
wartime atrocities look lily-white in comparison... This collection
includes: MARCH VIOLETS THE PALE CRIMINAL A GERMAN
REQUIEM
March Violets-Philip Kerr 2004-07-27 THE FIRST NOVEL IN PHILIP
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KERR’S ACCLAIMED HISTORICAL MYSTERY SERIES When private
investigator Bernie Gunther agrees to track down some stolen
jewels, his search takes him down the dangerous streets of preWorld War 2 Berlin and into the path of the most influential players
in Nazi Germany… Wisecracking cop turned private investigator
Bernie Gunther specializes in missing persons, and as the Third
Reich’s power has grown, Bernie has become a very busy man. But
as he takes on cases involving millionaire industrialists, stolen
diamonds, and Hitler’s most powerful cronies, Bernie finds himself
mired in the brutality and corruption of a country on the brink of
war. Hard-hitting, fast-paced, and richly detailed, March Violets is
noir writing at its blackest and best.
A German Requiem-Philip Kerr 2015-11-01 'For Christmas, I would
like all of Philip Kerr's Berlin Noir novels.' Sam Mendes, Guardian
'Philip Kerr is the contemporary master of the morally complex
thriller...' New York Observer The third in Philip Kerr's universally
loved 'Berlin Noir' trilogy, A German Requiem sees detective Bernie
Gunther enter the new and terrifying world of post-war Vienna. In
the bitter winter of 1947 the Russian Zone is closing ever more
tightly around Berlin. So when an enigmatic Russian colonel asks
Bernie Gunther to go to Vienna, where his ex-Kripo colleague Emil
Becker faces a murder charge, Bernie doesn't hesitate for long.
Despite an unsavoury past, Gunther is convinced that the shooting
of an American Nazi-hunter is one crime Becker didn't commit. But
Vienna is not the peaceful haven Bernie expects it to be.
Communism is the new enemy, and with the Nuremberg trials over,
some strange alliances are being forged against the Red Menace alignments that make many wartime atrocities look lily-white by
comparison. Vividly evoking the atmosphere of postwar Vienna, A
Germen Requiem brings all Philip Kerr's pace and mordant wit to
the tangle of guilt, suspicion, and double-dealing that laid the
foundations for the Cold War.
The Pale Criminal-Philip Kerr 2005-06-28 Hard-boiled detective
Bernie Gunther takes on a depraved serial killer terrorizing 1930's
Berlin in the second gripping mystery in Philip Kerr’s New York
Times bestselling series. In the sweltering summer heat wave of
1938, the German people anxiously await the outcome of the
Munich conference, wondering whether Hitler will plunge Europe
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into another war. Meanwhile, private investigator Bernie Gunther
has taken on two cases involving blackmail. The first victim is a rich
widow. The second is Bernie himself. Having been caught framing
an innocent Jew for a series of vicious murders, the Kripo—the
Berlin criminal police—are intent on locating the real killer and
aren't above blackmailing their former colleague to get the job
done. Temporarily promoted to the rank of Kommissar, Bernie sets
out to solve the dual mysteries and begins an investigation that will
expose him to the darkest depths of humanity...
The One from the Other-Philip Kerr 2009 Bernie Gunther, Kerr's
beloved protagonist, takes center stage in this fast-paced, twistfilled historical thriller that turns his acclaimed German trilogy into
a surprise-laden quartet.
A Quiet Flame-Philip Kerr 2009 Detective Bernie Gunther flees to
Peron-era Argentina in the wake of wrongful accusations about his
war time activities and reluctantly investigates the double case of a
murdered girl and a missing banker's daughter.
A Man Without Breath-Philip Kerr 2013-04-16 Bernie Gunther
enters a dangerous battleground when he investigates crimes on
the Eastern Front at the height of World War 2 in this gripping
historical mystery from New York Times bestselling author Philip
Kerr. Berlin, 1943. A month has passed since Stalingrad. Though
Hitler insists Germany is winning the war, morale is low and
commanders on the ground know better. Then Berlin learns of a
Red massacre of Polish troops near Smolensk, Russia. In a rare
instance of agreement, both the Wehrmacht and Propaganda
Minister Goebbels want irrefutable evidence of this Russian
atrocity. And so Bernie Gunther is dispatched. In Smolensk, Bernie
finds an enclave of Prussian aristocrats who look down at the wisecracking, rough-edged Berlin bull. But Bernie doesn’t care about
fitting in. He only wants to uncover the identity of a savage
killer—before becoming a victim himself.
Field Gray-Philip Kerr 2011-04-14 This Edgar® Award-nominated
novel in Philip Kerr’s New York Times bestselling Bernie Gunther
series reveals the cynical, hard-boiled detective’s harrowing history
as an unwilling SS officer in World War 2. During his eleven years
working homicide in Berlin's Kripo, Bernie Gunther learned a thing
or two about evil. Then he set himself up as a private
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detective—until 1940 when Heydrich dragooned him into the SS's
field gray uniform and the bloodbath that was the Eastern Front.
Spanning twenty-five tumultuous years, Field Gray strides across
the killing fields of Europe, landing Bernie in a divided Germany at
the height of the Cold War—revealing a treacherous world where
the ends justify the means and no one can be trusted...
Greeks Bearing Gifts-Philip Kerr 2019-03-12 An NPR Book of the
Year A Crime Reads Best Crime Book of 2018 A vicious murder puts
Bernie Gunther on the trail of World War 2 criminals in Greece in
this riveting historical thriller in Philip Kerr's New York Times
bestselling series. Munich, 1956. Bernie Gunther has a new name, a
chip on his shoulder, and a dead-end career when an old friend
arrives to repay a debt and encourages "Christoph Ganz" to take a
job as a claims adjuster in a major German insurance company with
a client in Athens, Greece. Under the cover of his new identity,
Bernie begins to investigate a claim by Siegfried Witzel, a brutish
former Wehrmacht soldier who served in Greece during the war.
Witzel's claimed losses are large, and, even worse, they may be the
stolen spoils of Greek Jews deported to Auschwitz. But when Bernie
tries to confront Witzel, he finds that someone else has gotten to
him first, leaving a corpse in his place. Enter Lieutenant Leventis,
who recognizes in this case the highly grotesque style of a killer he
investigated during the height of the war. Back then, a young
Leventis suspected an S.S. officer whose connection to the German
government made him untouchable. He's kept that man's name in
his memory all these years, waiting for his second chance at
justice... Working together, Leventis and Bernie hope to put their
cases--new and old--to bed. But there's a much more sinister truth
to acknowledge: A killer has returned to Athens...one who may have
never left.
The Lady from Zagreb-Philip Kerr 2015-04-07 From New York
Times–bestselling author Philip Kerr, the much-anticipated return of
Bernie Gunther in a series hailed by Malcolm Forbes as “the best
crime novels around today.” A beautiful actress, a rising star of the
giant German film company UFA, now controlled by the Propaganda
Ministry. The very clever, very dangerous Propaganda
Minister—close confidant of Hitler, an ambitious schemer and
flagrant libertine. And Bernie Gunther, former Berlin homicide bull,
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now forced to do favors for Joseph Goebbels at the Propaganda
Minister’s command. This time, the favor is personal. And this time,
nothing is what it seems. Set down amid the killing fields of
Ustashe-controlled Croatia, Bernie finds himself in a world of
mindless brutality where everyone has a hidden agenda. Perfect
territory for a true cynic whose instinct is to trust no one.
Metropolis-Philip Kerr 2020-05-05 In his final book, New York Times
bestselling author Philip Kerr treats readers to his beloved hero's
origins, exploring Bernie Gunther's first weeks on Berlin's Murder
Squad. Summer, 1928. Berlin, a city where nothing is verboten. In
the night streets, political gangs wander, looking for fights. Daylight
reveals a beleaguered populace barely recovering from the postwar
inflation, often jobless, reeling from the reparations imposed by the
victors. At central police HQ, the Murder Commission has its hands
full. A killer is on the loose, and though he scatters many clues,
each is a dead end. It's almost as if he is taunting the cops.
Meanwhile, the press is having a field day. This is what Bernie
Gunther finds on his first day with the Murder Commisson. He's
been taken on beacuse the people at the top have noticed him--they
think he has the makings of a first-rate detective. But not just yet.
Right now, he has to listen and learn. Metropolis is a tour of a city
in chaos: of its seedy sideshows and sex clubs, of the underground
gangs that run its rackets, and its bewildered citizens--the lost, the
homeless, the abandoned. It is Berlin as it edges toward the new
world order that Hitler will soo usher in. And Bernie? He's a quick
study and he's learning a lot. Including, to his chagrin, that when
push comes to shove, he isn't much better than the gangsters in
doing whatever her must to get what he wants.
Prague Fatale-Philip Kerr 2012-04-17 A Kirkus Reviews Top Ten
Crime Novel for 2012 September 1941: Reinhard Heydrich is
hosting a gathering to celebrate his appointment as Reichsprotector
of Czechoslovakia. He has chosen his guests with care. All are highranking Party members and each is a suspect in a crime as yet to be
committed: the murder of Heydrich himself. Indeed, a murder does
occur, but the victim is a young adjutant on Heydrich’s staff, found
dead in his room, the door and windows bolted from the inside.
Anticipating foul play, Heydrich had already ordered Bernie
Gunther to Prague. After more than a decade in Berlin's Kripo,
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Bernie had jumped ship as the Nazis came to power, setting himself
up as a private detective. But Heydrich, who managed to subsume
Kripo into his own SS operations, has forced Bernie back to police
work. Now, searching for the killer, Gunther must pick through the
lives of some of the Reich’s most odious officials. A perfect lockedroom mystery. But because Philip Kerr is a master of the sleight of
hand, Prague Fatale is also a tense political thriller: a complex tale
of spies, partisan terrorists, vicious infighting, and a turncoat traitor
situated in the upper reaches of the Third Reich.
If the Dead Rise Not-Philip Kerr 2010-03-18 Detective Bernie
Gunther navigates two corrupt regimes in this “richly satisfying
mystery...that evokes the noir sensibilities of Raymond Chandler
and Ross Macdonald while breaking new ground of its own”(Los
Angeles Times). Berlin, 1934. Former policeman Bernie Gunther,
now a hotel detective, finds himself caught between warring
factions of the Nazi apparatus as Hitler and Avery Brundage, the
head of the U.S. Olympic Committee, connive to soft-pedal Nazi
anti-Semitism before the 1936 Olympiad... Havana, 1954. Batista,
aided by the CIA, has just seized power; Castro is in prison; and the
American Mafia is gaining a stranglehold on Cuba’s exploding
gaming and prostitution industries. Bernie, after being kicked out of
Buenos Aires, has resurfaced with a relatively peaceful new life. But
he discovers that he cannot truly outrun his past when he collides
with an old love and a vicious killer from his Berlin days...
Dead Meat-Philip Kerr 1995-06 Investigating possible corruption in
the Central Investigation Board, a Moscow detective is sent to St.
Petersburg to spy on a police officer who he admires and the widow
of a famous journalist who has been murdered. Reprint.
Hitler's Peace-Philip Kerr 2006-08-01 The New York Times
bestselling author of the Bernie Gunther novels reimagines the end
of World War 2 in this gripping standalone spy thriller. Autumn
1943. Since Stalingrad, Hitler has known that Germany cannot win
the war. The upcoming Allied conference in Teheran will set the
ground rules for their second front-and for the peace to come.
Realizing that the unconditional surrender FDR has demanded will
leave Germany in ruins, Hitler has put out peace feelers.
(Unbeknownst to him, so has Himmler, who is ready to stage a coup
in order to reach an accord.) FDR and Stalin are willing to
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negotiate. Only Churchill refuses to listen. At the center of this highstakes game of deals and doubledealing is Willard Mayer, an OSS
operative who has been chosen by FDR to serve as his envoy. A
cool, self-absorbed, emotionally distant womanizer with a
questionable past, Mayer has embraced the stylish philosophy of the
day, in which no values are fixed. He is the perfect foil for the
steamy world of deception, betrayals, and assassinations that make
up the moral universe of realpolitik. With his sure hand for pacing,
his firm grasp of historical detail, and his explosively creative
imagination about what might have been, Philip Kerr has fashioned
a totally convincing thinking man’s thriller in the great tradition of
Eric Ambler and Graham Greene.
March Violets-Philip Kerr 2015 Winter 1936. A man and his wife
shot dead in their bed. The woman's father, a millionaire
industrialist, wants justice-and the priceless diamonds that
disappeared along with his daughter's life. As Bernie follows the
trail into the very heart of Nazi Germany, he's forced to confront a
horrifying conspiracy.
A Philosophical Investigation-Philip Kerr 2010-04-27 A terrifyingly
prescient cult classic by the bestselling author of the Bernie
Gunther series. “Chilling...absorbing...part techno-thriller, part
futuristic detective story, part diary of a serial killer.”—The New
York Times Book Review LONDON, 2013. Serial killings have
reached epidemic proportions—even with the widespread
government use of DNA detection, brain-imaging, and the “punitive
coma.” Beautiful, whip-smart, and driven by demons of her own,
Detective Isadora “Jake” Jacowicz must stop a murderer, codenamed “Wittgenstein,” who has taken it upon himself to eliminate
any man who has tested positive for a tendency towards violent
behavior—even if his victim has never committed a crime. He is a
killer whose intellectual brilliance is matched only by his homicidal
madness.
A German Requiem-Philip Kerr 2006-08-29 Post-World War 2,
Bernie Gunther investigates the murder of an American Nazi-hunter
amongst the ruins of the Third Reich in this riveting thriller in Philip
Kerr's bestselling historical mystery series. Vienna, 1947. Bernie
Gunther had his first brush with evil as a policeman in 1930s Berlin
and came to know it intimately as a private eye under the Nazis,
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when each case drew him deeper into the enormities of the regime.
Now the war is over and Bernie is in Vienna, trying to clear an old
friend and ex-Kripo colleague of the murder of an American officer.
Amid decaying imperial splendor Bernie traces concentric circles of
evil that lead him to a former head of the Gestapo and to a legacy
that makes the atrocities of the war seem lily-white in comparison...
Gridiron-Philip Kerr 2011-01-31
The Other Side of Silence-Philip Kerr 2017-03-07 "From New York
Times-bestselling author Philip Kerr, the much anticipated return of
Bernie Gunther in a series hailed by The Daily Beast as "the best
crime novels around today.""-Prussian Blue-Philip Kerr 2018-03-13 Bernie Gunther, once
Commissar of the Third Reich, is on the run from Erich Mielke, the
deputy head of Stasi, and reminisces about a case he investigated
seventeen years earlier in which someone shot an engineer on the
terrace of Hitler's private residence.
Death of a New American-Mariah Fredericks 2019-04-09 Death of a
New American by Mariah Fredericks is the atmospheric, compelling
follow-up to the stunning debut A Death of No Importance, featuring
series character, Jane Prescott. In 1912, as New York reels from the
news of the Titanic disaster, ladies’ maid Jane Prescott travels to
Long Island with the Benchley family. Their daughter Louise is to
marry William Tyler, at their uncle and aunt’s mansion; the Tylers
are a glamorous, storied couple, their past filled with travel and
adventure. Now, Charles Tyler is known for putting down New
York’s notorious Italian mafia, the Black Hand, and his wife Alva has
settled into domestic life. As the city visitors adjust to the rhythms
of the household, and plan Louise’s upcoming wedding, Jane quickly
befriends the Tyler children’s nanny, Sofia—a young ItalianAmerican woman. However, one unusually sultry spring night, Jane
is woken by a scream from the nursery—and rushes in to find Sofia
murdered, and the carefully locked window flung open. The Tylers
believe that this is an attempted kidnapping of their baby gone
wrong; a warning from the criminal underworld to Charles Tyler.
But Jane is asked to help with the investigation by her friend,
journalist Michael Behan, who knows that she is uniquely placed to
see what other tensions may simmer just below the surface in this
wealthy, secretive household. Was Sofia’s murder fall-out from the
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social tensions rife in New York, or could it be a much more
personal crime?
Babylon Berlin-Volker Kutscher 2017-09-12 THE BASIS FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL TV SENSATION BABYLON BERLIN "Cabaret on
cocaine...captures the dark glamour of a briefly exhilarating time
between the wars." --NPR Babylon Berlin is the first book in the
international-bestselling series from Volker Kutscher that centers
on Detective Gereon Rath caught up in a web of drugs, sex, political
intrigue, and murder in Berlin as Germany teeters on the edge of
Nazism. It’s 1929 and Berlin is the vibrating metropolis of post-war
Germany—full of bars and brothels and dissatisfied workers at the
point of revolt. Gereon Rath is new in town and new to the police
department. When a dead man without an identity, bearing traces of
atrocious torture, is discovered, Rath sees a chance to find his way
back into the homicide division. He discovers a connection with a
circle of oppositional exiled Russians who try to purchase arms with
smuggled gold in order to prepare a coup d’état. But there are other
people trying to get hold of the gold and the guns, too. Raths finds
himself up against paramilitaries and organized criminals. He falls
in love with Charlotte, a typist in the homicide squad, and misuses
her insider’s knowledge for his personal investigations. And as he
gets further entangled with the case, he never imagined becoming a
suspect himself. “The first in a series that’s been wildly popular in
Germany is an excellent police procedural that cleverly captures the
dark and dangerous period of the Weimer Republic before it slides
into the ultimate evil of Nazism.”—Kirkus Reviews “Conjures up the
dangerous decadence of the Weimar years, with blood on the Berlin
streets and the Nazis lurking menacingly in the wings.”—The
Sunday Times (London) “James Ellroy fans will welcome Kutscher’s
first novel and series launch, a fast-paced blend of murder and
corruption sent in 1929 Berlin.”—Publishers Weekly (starred
review)
Vienna at Nightfall-Richard Wake 2018-12-04 It is the late 1930s in
Europe and the darkness is gathering. The Nazis are marching, both
inside Austria and outside. What can one man do to make a
difference?Alex Kovacs can see what's coming - he can, all of his
friends can, all of Vienna can. When an opportunity presents itself, a
chance to thwart the Nazi invasion of Austria, he agrees to join an
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espionage network that will take advantage of his regular business
trips to Germany to gather secret information. But a personal
tragedy soon complicates Alex's mission and entangles him with a
suspicious Gestapo captain in ways that he never anticipated.Vienna
at Nightfall is the first book in the Alex Kovacs historical espionage
thriller series. If you like to explore the world inhabited by Philip
Kerr's Bernie Gunther or the characters created by Alan Furst, a
place and time where looming terror and moral ambiguity live sideby-side, then you'll love Richard Wake's new pre-World War II
thriller.Pick up Vienna at Nightfall to discover this exciting new
series today!
Fear Is Just a Four-Letter Word-Tracy Tutor 2020-07-14 From the
first female real estate broker on Million Dollar Listing LA, a nobullshit guide to analyzing big egos, deflecting power plays, and
taking control of any room. Behind Tracy Tutor's entertaining onscreen persona is an uncanny knack for projecting confidence in the
most intimidating of circumstances. The breezy, tough-talking,
utterly inimitable LA real estate broker has rivaled her male costars to land increasingly high-profile deals. Now Tracy is
leveraging her years of experience to write the go-to manual for
women who struggle to convince people they're in charge. The first
step in Tracy's system for confidence is to figure out what people
want and how they operate. From there, simply push the right
levers of influence. Through candid, hilarious stories of her rise
through the male-dominated world of high-end real estate (text
message screen shots from creeps included ), Tracy offers a crash
course in the psychology of power dynamics and social signaling.
You'll walk away knowing: - What five things you should always find
out about someone before you're in a room with them - How to
communicate confidence with any outfit, even if you're dressing on
a budget - The different types of humor you can use to lighten up
and empower yourself in any meeting This book is a must-read for
any ambitious woman who wants to learn not only how to be in
important rooms but how to run them.
Berlin Noir-Zoë Beck 2019-05-07 “A city with a rich noir past looks
beyond its history to an equally unsettling present” in this anthology
of original noir fiction set in Berlin (Kirkus Reviews). From
Christopher Isherwood to Philip Kerr, the long and rich tradition of
berlin-noir-march-violets-the-pale-criminal-a-german-requiem
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noir fiction set in Berlin can make the genre a daunting challenge
for contemporary German authors. But rather than retread the wellworn ground of interwar and Cold War history, the authors
represented in Berlin Noir set their tales in the 21st century: a time
of immigration, internet cafes, and AirBnB. Here you will find
stories of moneyed libertines in upscale Grunewald, class tensions
in the traditionally working-class district of Wedding, a marauding
killer in Schöneberg, and more unrest in the German Capital. Berlin
Noir features brand-new stories by Zoë Beck, Ulrich Woelk,
Susanne Saygin, Robert Rescue, Johannes Groschupf, Ute Cohen,
Katja Bohnet, Matthias Wittekindt, Kai Hensel, Miron Zownir, Max
Annas, Michael Wuliger, and Rob Alef. Translated from German by
Lucy Jones.
Metatropolis-John Scalzi 2010-06-08 Five original tales set in a
shared urban future—from some of the hottest young writers in
modern SF A strange man comes to an even stranger
encampment...a bouncer becomes the linchpin of an unexpected
urban movement...a courier on the run has to decide who to trust in
a dangerous city...a slacker in a "zero-footprint" town gets a most
unusual new job...and a weapons investigator uses his skills to
discover a metropolis hidden right in front of his eyes. Welcome to
the future of cities. Welcome to Metatropolis. More than an
anthology, Metatropolis is the brainchild of five of science fiction's
hottest writers—Elizabeth Bear, Tobias Buckell, Jay Lake, Karl
Schroeder, and project editor John Scalzi—-who combined their
talents to build a new urban future, and then wrote their own
stories in this collectively-constructed world. The results are
individual glimpses of a shared vision, and a reading experience
unlike any you've had before. Old Man's War Series #1 Old Man’s
War #2 The Ghost Brigades #3 The Last Colony #4 Zoe’s Tale #5
The Human Division #6 The End of All Things Short fiction: “After
the Coup” Other Tor Books The Android’s Dream Agent to the Stars
Your Hate Mail Will Be Graded Fuzzy Nation Redshirts Lock In The
Collapsing Empire (forthcoming) At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Prayer-Philip Kerr 2015-04-07 An intense psychological thriller from
the New York Times bestselling author of the Bernie Gunther series
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Acclaimed for his historical mysteries, Philip Kerr seamlessly shifts
to a present-day setting with Prayer. Gil Martins, an agent with the
FBI's Domestic Terrorism Unit in Houston, sees the violence
wrought by extremists of all kinds. Gil has always been on the side
of justice?until he learns something that shakes his faith in the
system, in himself, and in God. Desperate, he prays, begging to
know God is there. When a serial killer begins targeting the morally
righteous at the same time that a number of secular icons come
under attack, Gil realizes that his prayers are being answered in a
most terrifying way.
With Violets-Elizabeth Robards 2009-10-06 Paris in the 1860s: a
magnificent time of expression, where brilliant young artists rebel
against the stodginess of the past to freely explore new styles of
creating—and bold new ways of living. Passionate, beautiful, and
utterly devoted to her art, Berthe Morisot is determined to be
recognized as an important painter. But as a woman, she finds
herself sometimes overlooked in favor of her male
counterparts—Monet, Pissarro, Degas. And there is one great artist
among them who captivates young Berthe like none other: the
celebrated genius Édouard Manet. A mesmerizing, breathtaking
rogue—a shameless roué, undeterred and irresistible—his life is a
wildly overgrown garden of scandal. He becomes Berthe's mentor,
her teacher...her lover, despite his curiously devoted marriage to
his frumpy, unappealing wife, Suzanne, and his many rumored
dalliances with his own models. For a headstrong young woman
from a respectable family, an affair with such an intoxicating
scoundrel can only spell heartbreak and ruin. But Berthe refuses to
resign herself to the life of quiet submission that Society has
dictated for her. Undiscouraged, she will create her own
destiny...and confront life—and love—on her own terms.
The Sagan Diary-John Scalzi 2007 Fans of John Scalzi's "Old Man"
universe, prepare yourselves: there's a long new story in that
universe, told from the point of view of one of the series' most
intriguing characters. And for the first time, fans can become part
of the universe themselves. Subterranean Press is proud to
announce The Sagan Diary, a long novelette that for the first time
looks at the worlds of the Hugo-nominated Old Man's War and its
sequel The Ghost Brigades from the point of view of Lieutenant Jane
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Sagan, who in a series of diary entries gives her views on some of
the events included in the series... and sheds new light into some
previously unexplored corners. If you thought you knew Jane Sagan
before, prepare to be surprised.
The Man From Berlin-Luke McCallin 2013-07-02 Amidst the chaos
of World War II… In a land of brutality and bloodshed… One death
can still change everything. In war-torn Yugoslavia, a beautiful
young filmmaker and photographer—a veritable hero to her
people—and a German officer have been brutally murdered.
Assigned to the case is military intelligence officer Captain Gregor
Reinhardt. Already haunted by his wartime actions and the mistakes
he’s made off the battlefield, he soon finds that his investigation
may be more than just a murder—and that the late Yugoslavian
heroine may have been much more brilliant—and treacherous—than
anyone knew. Maneuvering his way through a minefield of political,
military, and personal agendas and vendettas, Reinhardt knows that
someone is leaving a trail of dead bodies to cover their tracks. But
those bloody tracks may lead Reinhardt to a secret hidden within
the ranks of the powerful that they will do anything to keep. And his
search for the truth may kill him before he ever finds it.
The Winter Horses-Philip Kerr 2015-02-10 Kalinka, a Ukrainian
Jewish girl on the run from the Nazis, finds unlikely help from two
rare Przewalski horses.
100 Most Popular Contemporary Mystery Authors: Biographical
Sketches and Bibliographies-Bernard A. Drew 2011-05-18 Provide
your mystery fans with background information on their favorite
writers and series characters, and use this as a guide for adding
contemporary titles to your collections. • Provides interesting and
informative profiles of 100 popular, contemporary mystery and
crime writers as well as overviews of their series characters •
Contains over 60 author photographs • A bibliography lists
information on each author's works as well as supporting source
materials for the profiles
The Most Frightening Story Ever Told-Philip Kerr 2016-09-06 Roald
Dahl meets R. L. Stine in this spine-tingling and hilarious tale from
a bestselling author! Billy Shivers doesn’t have a lot of excitement
in his life. He prefers to spend his days reading alone in the
Hitchcock Public Library. So it is a bit out of character when he
berlin-noir-march-violets-the-pale-criminal-a-german-requiem
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finds himself drawn to the Haunted House of Books, and a
competition daring readers to survive an entire night spent inside.
The Haunted House of Books is a cross between a bookstore and a
booby trap. It’s a creaky old mansion full of dark hallways and
things that go bump in the night, and the store’s ill-tempered
owner, Mr. Rapscallion, only adds to the mystery. But the frights of
the store itself are nothing compared to the stories it holds. These
stories are so ghastly, so terrifying, so shocking that once you’ve
read them, you’ll never be the same. Does Billy dare begin? Do you?
“Not for the faint of heart, oscillating between spooky and
mysterious, this will appeal to readers looking for a fright.” —School
Library Journal
Night Heron-Adam Brookes 2014-05-27 Set in China, and ripped
from today's headlines, comes a pulse-pounding debut that
reinvents the spy thriller for the 21st century. A lone man, Peanut,
escapes a labor camp in the dead of night, fleeing across the winter
desert of north-west China. Two decades earlier, he was a spy for
the British; now Peanut must disappear on Beijing's surveillanceblanketed streets. Desperate and ruthless, he reaches out to his
one-time MI6 paymasters via crusading journalist Philip Mangan,
offering military secrets in return for extraction. But the secrets
prove more valuable than Peanut or Mangan could ever have
known... and not only to the British.
The Akhenaten Adventure-P. B. Kerr 2005
The Rough Guide to Berlin-Christian Williams 2014-03-03 The fully
updated and redesigned tenth edition of The Rough Guide to Berlin
- now in full colour throughout - is the definitive guide to this
extraordinary city, with its fascinating historical sights, world-class
museums, cutting-edge galleries and architecture and pulsating
nightlife. Read expert background on everything from the enduring
Reichstag to Eastern Berlin's cultural scene, and find
comprehensive information on Berlin's history, politics and
traditions. The introduction will help you choose where to go and
what to see, inspired by dozens of stunning photos. Author Picks
highlight special places, while the Things Not To Miss section runs
through all the must-sees.Navigation through the book and on the
ground is aided by clear colour maps with every chapter. Each one
is keyed with all the accommodation, eating and drinking options,
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nightlife venues and shops that are reviewed in detail in our
Listings chapters. You'll also find practical advice on a greatly
expanded selection of day-trips from the city into Brandenburg:
including Potsdam and Park Sanssouci, Sachsenhausen and the
Spreewald. With critical listings of the best places to eat, drink,
sleep and party for all budgets, this guide gets under the skin of this
dynamic city. Whether you have time to browse detailed chapters,
or need fast-fix 'Top 5 boxes' that pick out the highlights you won't
want to miss, The Rough Guide to Berlin won't let you down! Now
available in ePub format.
Nightmare Town-Dashiell Hammett 2015-09-16 Twenty longunavailable stories by Dashiell Hammett, the author of The Maltese
Falcon and the incomparable master of detective fiction. In the title
story, a man on a bender enters a small town and ends up
unraveling the dark mystery at its heart. A woman confronts the
brutal truth about her husband in the chilling story "Ruffian's Wife."
"His Brother's Keeper" is a half-wit boxer's eulogy to the brother
who betrayed him. "The Second-Story Angel" recounts one of the
most novel cons ever devised. In seven stories, the tough and
taciturn Continental Op takes on a motley collection of the deceitful,
the duped, and the dead, and once again shows his uncanny ability
to get at the truth. In three stories, Sam Spade confronts the
darkness in the human soul while rolling his own cigarettes. And the
first study for The Thin Man sends John Guild on a murder
investigation in which almost every witness may be lying. In
Nightmare Town, Dashiell Hammett, America's poet laureate of the
dispossessed, shows us a world where people confront a multitude
of evils. Whether they are trying to right wrongs or just trying to
survive, all of them are rendered with Hammett's signature gifts for
sharp-edged characters and blunt dialogue. Hammett said that his
ambition was to elevate mystery fiction to the level of art. This
collection of masterful stories clearly illustrates Hammett's success,
and shows the remarkable range and variety of the fiction he
produced. From the Hardcover edition.
Stettin Station-David Downing 2011-04 "First published in the UK in
2009 by Old Street Publishing"--T.p. verso.
January Window-Philip Kerr 2014-10-23 Everyone knows football is
a matter of life and death. But this time, it's murder. Scot Manson is
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the team coach for London City FC and an all-round fixer for the
lads. Players love him, bosses trust him. But now the team's
manager has been found dead at their home stadium. Even Scott
can't smooth over murder ... but can he catch the killer before he
strikes again?
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